Introduction
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission (henceforth "TRC" or "the Commission") 1998:104) . At the same time, it was hoped that the work of the TRC would enable victims of human rights abuses in South Africa to "become more visible and more valuable citizens through the public recognition and official acknowledgement of their experiences" and that "those responsible for violations of human rights could also be held responsible for their actions" (ibid:110).
The question arises as to what exactly is meant by "as complete a picture as possible".
What is meant by "truth"? And whose truth is intended? In the debates that took place before and during the life of the Commission, the understanding of 'truth' came to be seen as a more complex notion and in its final report, the TRC explored four notions of truth: factual or forensic truth; personal or narrative truth; social or "dialogue" truth; and healing and restorative truth (ibid:110). "Factual or forensic truth" refers to the scientific where, when and how, and who was involved?" (ibid:111). "Personal or narrative truth" refers to a more subjective truth and attempts to validate the individual experiences "of people who had previously been silenced or voiceless" (ibid:112). It sought "to capture the widest possible record of people's perceptions, stories, myths and experiences" or as the TRC's chairperson, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, expressed it, to give everyone "a chance to say his or her truth as he or she sees it" (ibid:112). Social truth is "established through interaction, discussion and debate" and aims to promote "transparency, democracy and participation in society … as a basis for affirming human dignity and integrity" (ibid:113-114). Lastly, healing and restorative truth was central to the work of the Commission and refers to "the kind of truth that places facts and what they mean within the context of human relationships". To this end, "acknowledgement" or the placing of information on public record was essential as a means of bringing about healing and a restoration of human dignity (ibid:114).
It is with the above conceptualisation of truth in mind that this research project was conceived. It is the contention of this paper that the official TRC records themselves only allow access to a limited truth. The majority of researchers using the TRC records have access only to the official version of the testimonies which are published in English on the TRC website 1 (see, for example, Verdoolaege 2002) . Many of these testimonies are based on simultaneous interpretations into English given on the day of the hearing. In this paper, we argue that these records are inadequate in many ways and that a number of "truths", both of the narrative and factual nature, have inevitably been lost through the interpretation and transcription process. In the testimonies, we examine some significant omissions and "errors" in the official TRC record. This loss of accuracy not only compromises to an extent the goals of the TRC, namely "to establish as complete a picture as possible", but also casts a measure of doubt on the value of some TRC scholarship. Researchers using these records would therefore be advised to check them against the original testimonies in the language in which they were given. It is the aim of this paper to analyse "what has been lost" in the interpretation and transcription process of two TRC testimonies.
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Contextual information
Thousands of South Africans brought their stories to the TRC, and these stories give a detailed insight into the forms and nature of oppression that were suffered under In line with the TRC mandate to allow people to communicate in the language of their choice (see Promotion of National Unity and Reconciliation Act of 1996 sections 11 (b) and 11(f)), the TRC had to set up an interpreting service of an extent and scope previously unseen in South Africa (Du Plessis and Wiegand 1998; Lotriet 1998 Du Plessis and Wiegand (1998) and Lotriet (1998) refer to the difficulties of setting up this service. As this was the first time in South Africa's history that an interpreting service on such a scale and with such a range of language combinations was put into operation, the interpreters were mostly inexperienced and unqualified for the task. There was also only time for a "10 day orientation course" before the interpreters had to begin providing an interpreting service (ibid:27). As Lotriet (1998:92) acknowledges, Z Bock, N Mazwi, S Metula, N Mpolweni-Zantsi 4 the lack of time to train interpreters for the TRC … was one of the daunting challenges that had to be faced. The demand for the interpreters to start working was immediate and consequently there was not time to gradually get to know the field and to train the interpreters at a steady pace.
The majority of witnesses testified in their mother-tongues (Du Plessis and Wiegand 1998:29) . This, coupled with the fact that very few mother-tongue speakers of Afrikaans and English could speak any of the other official languages (Lotriet 1998:93) , necessitated that the interpreters interpret into English for the most part, even though
English was generally not their mother-tongue, a practice not sanctioned by international interpreting convention. Furthermore, commissioners' questions to witnesses were chiefly asked in English and answered by the witness in his or her mother-tongue (Du Plessis and Wiegand 1998:26) , and this placed additional demands on the interpreters who had to alternate rapidly between the two languages.
Du Plessis and Wiegand (1998:26-27 ) also refer to the fact that the narrative techniques of testifiers varied: some provided too much detail, others were not very coherent and yet others included explicit references to taboo topics or crude language. All of these factors, especially under the pressure of simultaneous interpretation, presented challenges for the interpreters.
Apart from the language competence and combination issues, the specific context of the TRC, and especially the Human Rights Violations (HRV) hearings, presented particular challenges for the interpreters. The testimonies were frequently "heavily laden emotionally" (ibid:26) and interpreters sometimes had difficulty maintaining a professional detachment. Du Plessis and Wiegand (1998:28) refer to an instance when an interpreter at a Bloemfontein hearing "interpreted with tears literally streaming down her face".
Additional pressure was placed on the interpreters by the fact that the hearings were accompanied by intense national and international media interest, including direct radio and television broadcast on SABC. According to Tutu (1999:84) , "radio, TV and newspapers gave the TRC and its victim and amnesty hearings saturation coverage".
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The interpreters worked in teams of two and were meant to alternate every 20 minutes (ibid:28). Although the witnesses had prepared written statements in advance and the commissioners had copies of these documents in advance, it is not clear whether the interpreters had had access to these before the hearings. According to Du Plessis and Wiegand (1998:28) , interpreters were supposed to receive the documentation 24 four hours in advance, but statements were "usually handed out at the start of the day, if at all, and background material (was) rarely provided". It can therefore be assumed that the interpreters were hearing many of the testimonies for the first time "live" and therefore were working under very challenging circumstances.
The HRV hearings opened in East London on 15 April 1996. They were presided over by Archbishop Desmond Tutu who began the event by lighting a candle to commemorate all those who had died as a result of the conflict of the past. This was followed by the reading of a roll of honour "commemorating those who had fallen" (Tutu 1999:85) , followed by the singing of a hymn, a prayer and a welcome in which Tutu (1999:87) said,
We are charged to unearth the truth about our dark past; to lay the ghosts of that past so that they will not return to haunt us. And that we will thereby contribute to the healing of a traumatised and wounded people -for all of us in South Africa are wounded people -and in this manner to promote national unity and reconciliation.
The testimonies were then delivered. At the end of each day, the Chairperson summed up the day's proceedings and attemted to capture the mood of the day. In Tutu's (1999:89) words, "this was also an opportunity to affirm those who had testified as well as the communities from which they came, and to draw lessons for us all in this unusual journey which our nation was undertaking".
The testimonies which this paper analyses are those of two women who speak about the harassment and deaths of their husbands at the hands of the security branch in the mid-1980's. Before we turn to the analysis of these testimonies, however, it is important to reflect more broadly on how women testified before the TRC. She further argues that TRC definitions of violence and human rights abuse constructed a narrow understanding of the apartheid past and the kinds of abuse people suffered.
Victims were defined as people who had suffered "gross violations of human rights" which were in turn defined as "killing, torture, abduction … and/or severe ill treatment, or the conspiracy or attempt to commit such acts" (ibid:11). This had the effect, argues Ross (2003:11) , of focusing the work of the Commission, for the most part, on violations of the body and of removing from the frame forms of more subtle violence and discrimination -the forms of abuse to which many women testified.
The themes and patterns referred to by Ross are evident in the testimonies we selected for analysis. These come from the second day of the HRV hearings, 16 April 1996, when three of the four widows of the men known as the Cradock Four gave their testimonies. Fort Calata, Sparrow Mkhonto, Sicelo Mhlawuli and Matthew Goniwe were murdered by the security branch on 27 June 1985 for their activities in mobilising resistance in Cradock. At the hearings, Mrs Goniwe gave her testimony in English, while the other three widows gave theirs in Xhosa. We have selected the testimonies of Mrs Calata and Mrs Mhlawuli for analysis.
While the widows were delivering their testimonies, there was simultaneous interpretation into English. These interpretations were later transcribed and published on the TRC website, and, as mentioned earlier, these transcripts are usually the only records available publicly. While audiovisual recordings of most of the testimonies exist at the SABC, they are difficult to access. We managed to obtain copies of the audiovisual tapes from the East London HRV hearings that provide a record of both the selected testimonies in the source language, Xhosa, as well as the simultaneous English interpretation as a voice-over. We transcribed the Xhosa testimonies, translated these into English and then compared these with the official English versions which are published on the TRC website. Our analysis of what has been lost in the official interpretation and transcription process is presented below. In each extract, we have first given the Xhosa transcription, then our English translation and then the official website version.
Mrs Nomonde Calata's testimony
The widows' testimonies generally begin with an account of who they are, when they met their husbands, where they lived and how many children they had. They then One of the most noticeable features of Mrs Calata's testimony is her distinctive narrative style: she uses direct speech and often quotes the words verbatim that were spoken to her by the police, despite the fact that she is recounting an incident that happened more (Krog 1998:40) . The sarcastic casting of Fort Calata as Meraai, the wife of Matthew Goniwe, can be seen as a security branch tactic to intimidate the men by attempting to feminise and sexually humiliate them.
In the following three extracts, there are several additional examples of how the meaning of a testimony can be distorted through the interpretation process. In Extract 2, Mrs Calata gives an account of the daily police harassment she and her family endured, namely that there was usually heavy police surveillance outside their home during the night. However, on the night that Fort Calata did not come home, there was not a single police van or armoured vehicle present. The lack of police surveillance on the night of Fort Calata's disappearance is interpreted by Mrs Calata as a sign that something is amiss. In the website version of Extract 2, however, the interpreter's account of events is opposite to the actual testimony.
In addition, the interpreter sometimes gives additional information which is not in the Xhosa transcript. For example, the website refers to a premonition that Mrs Calata had that night, which is not explicitly stated in the original testimony. So I kept on, I was awake suffering from insomnia. When I looked out, there was a caspar and vans. The casper was on the other street but not a single car moved around as they usually did. This was also an indication that something was wrong. I had this premonition and I was very expectant at the time. I still had insomnia.
In Extract 3, we see a third example of how the meaning is distorted and lost in the official website version. In the Xhosa testimony, Mrs Calata said that she only noticed the picture of the burnt out car on the front page of The Herald when her inquisitive child pointed it out to her. In the official version, however, it is said that she read the headlines and that one of the children said that he could see that his father's car was shown in the paper as being burned. This makes it appear as though it is Fort's car, but, as we hear in the Xhosa testimony, it was Matthew Goniwe's car. 
English translation
But Mr Gxuluwa whom, as family, we asked to go and identify the bodies / has passed away / He came back and told us that / he saw -he is quite sure that it was Fort / but he discovered that the hair had been pulled out / the hair had been pulled out deliberately / to pull the hair out of the head/ the tongue was pulled out of the mouth [hand signal] it was long out of the mouth / fingers were cut off / He had many wounds in his body / when he looked at his trousers he for the cold police cells. Extract 6 is from the point in her testimony where she recounts speaking to her sister-in-law on the morning of 28 June, before she has returned from Port Elizabeth and before she has heard the news of her husband's death.
Like Mrs Calata, Mrs Mhlawuli often uses direct speech in her testimony, an indication of how these events are etched in her memory. In the website transcription, however, the instances of direct speech are mostly given as reported speech, once again leading to a loss of narrative immediacy.
In Extract 6, two items of significance have also been omitted from the website version.
Firstly, the word waphinda ("again") has been omitted. This word shows that Lindiwe (the sister-in-law) and Mrs Mhlawuli had already been in contact on the matter of her husband's disappearance. Secondly, when Lindiwe speaks to Mrs Mhlawuli, she uses think she wanted to find out how much I knew about his disappearance, but when I asked them they again said they didn't know anything. I asked her where
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In the last two lines of Extract 6, there are two further problems: firstly, some information has been inserted into the website transcription which is not in the original, namely that Mrs Mhlawuli was anxious and had a premonition that something had happened. Secondly, it is said in the website version that her father-in-law and some of his friends fetched her, wheras in fact, as we can see from the Xhosa version, the fatherin-law sent his son (that is, Sicelo's brother and her brother-in-law) to fetch her. It is very unlikely that the father-in-law would have fetched her himself as, according to Xhosa culture, the father as the most senior member of the family should remain at home to welcome people who come to share their grief or sympathise with the family after a tragedy. A reader of the website version who is familiar with Xhosa traditions might therefore find the father-in-law's actions unusual.
In Extract 7, Mrs Mhlawuli recounts how her father-in-law went in search of his son's body and the way in which he reported on this to her. Here we have further evidence of the close relationship between Mrs Mhlawuli and her husband's family. Mrs Mhlawuli refers to her father-in-law as uTata ("father") and he refers to her as mntwana wam meaning "my child". Although these terms are sometimes carried through to the website version, they are generally not (usually the terms father-in-law and daughter-in-law are used) and the reader of this official version might miss the closeness of the relationship between father and daughter-in-law.
In Extract 7, we also have an example of a Xhosa word for which there is no direct equivalent in English and, under the pressure of simultaneous interpreting, the interpreter is unable to express the full meaning of the word. The interpreter interpreted the word ingqushu as "something very suspicious", but perhaps a more accurate phrase could have been "like a battlefield", meaning that the place where they killed Mr
Mhlawuli was full of blood, debris and signs of violence and fighting.
Extract 7

Xhosa transcription
Utata, my father-in-law / wayekhona / kwigroup eyayihamha ifuna le mizimba naye / uthi xa endixelela "Nolitha mntwana wam/ ndiyibonile indawo abambulele kuyo umntwanam / bekukho ingqushu kula ndawo/ engumangaliso / yaye igazi lakhe eliphaya lininzi / and kuyacaca ukuba bambulele/ bamtshisela kwakula ndawo …"
English translation
My father, my father-in-law was also in that group / that went to look for these bodies / he says to me, "Nolitha my child / I saw the place were they killed my child / it was like a battlefield there / there is a lot of his blood there / and it's evident that they killed him / and burned him there …"
Website version
My father-in-law was among the group that was searching for the bodies. And Website version MRS MHLAWULI: … I understand there were also remarks. My father in law had a look and confirmed that one was Sicelo. He said the condition in which he was in was really shocking. They had burned him terribly.
MR SMITH: Are you prepared to continue?
The fact that Mrs Mhlawuli cried after recalling what her father-in-law said is not reflected in the website transcription. This could also prevent the reader from being aware of the emotions that she felt as she was recalling the event.
We also found that the commissioner's questions are often edited in the official version, which makes them appear short, clipped and insensitive to the testifier's feelings. The false starts and hesitations as shown above in Extract 8 indicate empathy and concern for the testifier. After Mrs Mhlawuli has spoken, Mr Smith, the commissioner, wants to proceed but finds it difficult to continue because Mrs Mhlawuli is crying, and hence his hesitation, Are you -are you prepared to continue…? From his intonation, facial expression and bodily posture, his compassion is also apparent, but this is lost in the official version.
Occasionally, we have noticed that the transcriber has changed or inserted words that
were not in the simultaneous translation. For example, in Extract 8, the transcription reads the condition in which he was in was really shocking. However, the interpreter on the day used the term "disappointing". We have translated the Xhosa word iyoyikisa as "frightening". It could be that the transcriber felt that disappointing sounded too mild in this context and so changed it. This and the interpretation of ingqushu as "something very suspicious" serve as two examples of the tendency we noted among the interpreters to avoid taboo words and to "tone down" words with strong connotative meaning, thereby decreasing the intensity of what was expressed by the narrators.
In Extract 9, there is a further example of this kind of toning down when Mrs Mhlawuli describes how she felt when she read her husband's post-mortem report. Her words are that she was very hurt. The interpreter interprets this as "very worried". Mrs Mhlawuli then tells of her husband's wounds and of the distressing fact that his right hand was missing. Two things are of note here: firstly, that there is a transcription error and, secondly, that a vital piece of information has been omitted from the official version.
Concerning the transcription error, on the day of the hearing, the interpreter correctly interpreted Mrs Mhlawuli as saying that her husband had 25 wounds in the upper abdomen. However, the transcriber of the official version only recorded five, which underplays the severity of the wounds as well as the event in general. In addition, at the end of the extract, the interpreter omits a very important detail, namely that Sicelo
Mhlawuli was buried without his right hand. In many African cultures, it is believed that if a person is buried without a body part, he or she will not rest in peace and there could be serious consequences for the homestead. Therefore, for a Xhosa person, the detail that he was buried without his right hand is a serious and culturally significant detail.
In the Xhosa version, her sentence simngcwabe ngaphandle kwewrist yakhe yase right / right arm or whatever / hand actually ("we buried him without his right wrist / right arm or whatever / hand actually") is a little incoherent, which could reflects the fact that this detail is very difficult or painful for her to talk about. Once again, this indication of emotional distress is lost in the official version.
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Extract 9
Xhosa transcription Yes, Mr Matthew -Mr Smith / I went through -ndazifunda iidocuments ezepost-mortem / apha ekuzifundeni kwam / ndakhathazeka kakhulu / ngoba kaloku yona ichaza in detail yonke into eyenzekayo / ndazifunda / ndafumanisa into yokuba lo mfo / wayenamanxeba amaninzi angumangaliso emzimbeni wakhe / kwi upper abdomen waye na about twenty-five wounds / iwounds ezazichaza into yokokuba different sizes of weapons were used / to stab him / okanye a group of people stabbed him / and the kwilower parts zakhe wayenezinye / but all together iwounds awayenazo zaziyi forty-three / and enye into esiyiqondayo ukuba yenzeka kuye / bamgalela i-acid emehlweni ache / bakugqiba bamqhawula isihlahla sakhe sasekunene / simngcwabe ngaphandle kwewrist yakhe yaseright / right arm or whatever / hand actually / asazi ukuba basithini isandla eso
English translation
Yes, Mr. Matthew -Mr. Smith / I went through -I got the post mortem documents / as I was reading them / I got very hurt / because they stated everything in detail / I read them / and I found out that this man/ had many unbelievable wounds in his body / he had twenty-five wounds in his upper abdomen / wounds which showed that different sizes of weapons were used / to stab him / or a group of people stabbed him / and then in his lower parts of the body he had others / but all together he had forty-three wounds / and another thing that we think happened to him is that / they poured acid in his eyes / and then they chopped off his right hand / we buried him without his right wristright arm or whatever / hand actually / we don't know what they did with the hand Website version I read the post mortem documents. Reading them I was really worried, because it has to explain in detail what happened. I read through and came to understand that he had many wounds, in the upper abdomen were five wounds, these wounds indicated that different weapons were used to stab him or a group of people stabbed him. Now in the lower part he also had wounds but the wounds
in total were 43. One other thing that we understood, they poured acid on his face, after that they chopped off his right hand, just below the wrist, I don't know what they did with that hand.
Conclusion
From the above discussion, it can be seen that an interpreter is faced with a challenging task: he or she has to play a dual role of the speaker, or multiple speakers, as well as the interpreter. This is particularly problematic in the case of the TRC hearings. The emotional content of the testimonies puts the interpreters under severe pressure. The interpreters had to switch roles between that of the TRC official and the witness, and had to filter the different emotions of the speakers through their interpretations. At times, they had to struggle with moments in which language seemed inadequate to express the extent of the pain, all under real-time pressure. They had to take into account not only what was said by the testifiers, but also the contextual information, in order to give the testimonies an appropriate interpretation. As Gutt (1991:72) (iii) Further emotional content is lost when the interpreters tone down the content of the testimony, such as the interpretation of ndakhathazeka kakhulu as "I was really worried" instead of as "I got very hurt".
(iv) At times, there is a lack of equivalent terms and a subsequent loss of meaning, such as ingqushu for which the closest English equivalent is the word battlefield.
In such cases, the use of non-equivalent words may not accurately reflect the extent of the trauma experienced by the narrator of the event.
Thirdly, there is a loss of factual truth when some material is not included (such as the fact that Mr Mhlawuli was buried without a right hand) and when some material is inaccurately interpreted (such as the presence of Caspirs in the street outside Mrs Calata's house on the night of her husband's disappearance). We also noted that some factual errors crept in during the transcription process, such as the fact that the official version records five instead of 25 wounds in the upper abdomen of Mr Mhlawuli.
Lastly, paralinguistic information communicated through gesture, intonation and facial expressions is also lost, such as the way in which Mrs Calata foregrounded the painful memories of the dog bites to her husband's legs. Ross (2003) , in her analysis of women's testimonies, describes the HRV hearings as "emotional events … a public performance of memory, loss and grief" (ibid:15) and suggests that "the communication of pain rests on words, gesture and silence" (ibid:49).
She argues that women's suffering is already marginalised by the definitions of "victim"
and "gross violation of human rights" which the TRC adopted. The loss of factual and narrative truths described in the analyses above further diminishes the extent of loss and trauma experienced by these women. Whereas the official versions of these testimonies
give us an adequate record of what was narrated, significant information has been lost through the interpreting and transcription processes. This ultimately results in a less Part of the purpose of this paper was to recover some of these meanings.
It should be noted, however, that the findings referred to above cannot be generalised to all testimonies, as a number of factors may have affected how well the interpreter captures the testifier's meaning on any one occasion. For example, a testifier's narrative style may affect the ability of the interpreter to interpret accurately; emotionallycharged testimonies, delivered at a more rapid rate, may pose greater challenges. In addition, specific language combinations, such as Afrikaans into English, or testimonies given at a later date in the life of the Commission, may have had the advantage of more experienced interpreters and thus resulted in less loss of meaning.
In closing, we also wish to emphasise that we did not undertake this research so as to point to the deficiencies of the TRC interpreters, who under very difficult circumstances performed an extraordinary service of national significance. Rather, we wish to demonstrate that the official record should be read with caution and that researchers working on the TRC testimonies would be advised to consult the original testimonies in the languages in which they were given if they are to do justice to the people who testified at the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and to understand their stories in their fullest sense. 
